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Competition Law has become a very important factor that shapes the sales and marketing 

strategies of all companies and those with market power are no longer allowed to practice an 

absolute discretion while determining the best possible sales strategies, without taking into 

consideration the actual effects of these strategies on the competitive structure of the market. 

Bundling practices are among the most widespread sales strategies and are adopted in many 

markets regardless of the characteristics of the goods that are being sold. Although the prima 

facie view on bundling practices may be that they are always pro-consumer, a closer analysis 

may lead to different results. 

Bundling, along with tying, is seen as a separate for of anti-competitive conduct in US, EU and 

Turkey. Case law is being steadily developed in all of these jurisdictions. Since analysis of 

bundling practices are almost exclusively effects-based, it is very difficult to come up with 

precise criteria to define when bundling would amount to an abuse of dominance. However the 

informative documents, academic studies and decisions of authorities show that price of the 

bundled product, the amount of total discount and the market power of the undertaking are 

the most solid criteria that are used in the analysis of anti-competitive effects of bundles. 

As competition law is an intersection point of law and economics, insights derived from the 

principles of microeconomics and behavioural economics may be of paramount importance in 

understanding when and how bundling practices may be considered as a “risky” conduct. Yet 

deriving these insights and using them properly is definitely not an easy task. To overcome 

such a challenge, one needs to be well educated in both competition law and economics. 

Can İtez is an economist who works in the competition law department of a law firm and 

overcoming such challenges is actually his work definition.  In this paper Can examines the 

developments in both sides of Atlantic in order to come up with a comprehensive analysis on 

bundling practices. Can’s work also presents a roadmap for possible developments on this 

issue. 

Şahin Ardıyok, Editor 
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INTRODUCTION 

Bundling and tying agreements in sales of commodities bear great importance in business 

practices. The traditional bundling/tying sales of fast moving consumer goods (FMCG) have 

been the subject of many researches and examined via experiences in the markets. For 

instance sales of goods, which belong to different markets with conglomerate 

characteristics, in bundles is a common practice adopted by many firms. However with the 

emergence of technology, bundling/tying sales have started to take place in a wide range of 

business. For example within telecommunication markets, bundling sales are getting more 

and more common throughout the years. 

Both in economics and competition policy, business practices of this nature had been 

examined thoroughly up until now and are still a hot topic. The effects of bundling/tying vary 

generally with the market structure, the competitiveness of the market and the preferences 

of the consumers. Therefore these kinds of sales strategies of firms are clearly a concern of 

the competition law and economics. 

Although different kind of theories and approaches exist both in practice and theory, the 

approaches of the European Commission and the courts in USA are the main sources that 

are used for interpreting bundling/tying practices of firms within the framework of 

competition law.  

As a jurisdiction that adopted the competition policy of EU, Turkish Competition Law and its 

enforcer Turkish Competition Authority (TCA) has started to deal with the cases of 

bundling/tying sales practices in different markets more frequently. Thus, a deeper analysis 

of previous cases, the approach as a part of the competition policy and the discrepancies 

between the practices of EU and USA becomes a critical issue. 

This paper has the aim of analysing the effects of mixed commodity bundling as a specific 

part of the bundling practices in competition law and economics and it will focus on the 

approach of TCA while comparing this with the practices of the authorities in EU and US. 

The first part of the paper will deal with the common subjects of bundling/tying while taking 

mixed bundle sales as the centre of the research. In the second part of the paper, EU and 

USA approach to mixed bundle sales will be examined. The last part of the paper will deal 

with the approach of TCA. In the conclusion, evaluations and some recommendations will be 

shared with respect to the differences or similarities of the approaches in competition law.  

1. COMMODITY BUNDLING AND TYING 

Commodity bundling is a common marketing strategy where a commodity is sold within a 

bundle with another good or goods. The sale of two or more goods or the sale of one good 
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(which can be normally sold solely) in high quantities might be regarded as bundles1. 

Commodity bundling might have two different implementations. First one is called “pure 

bundling”. In pure bundles the goods are not sold individually. If a consumer wants to buy a 

good, which is a part of a pure bundle, then the consumer ends up buying the other good 

along with the good he/she desired2. 

The second application is the mixed bundles. The main distinction between mixed and pure 

bundles is the possibility of buying both goods individually or together in the bundle. 

Therefore the consumer has an alternative in mixed bundles to buy the bundle or to buy the 

goods individually3. At this point, the question “Why then the consumer should prefer the 

bundle if he/she can buy them separately?” may arise. The main rationale behind the 

strategy of mixed bundles is that the price of the packet or the bundle is cheaper than the 

total price of buying the bundled goods separately. In other words the bundle is generally 

offered with discount to the individual prices4. 

Another closely related marketing strategy, which is very similar to commodity bundling is 

tie-in sales. In tying, consumers are offered a commodity bundle in which there are goods A 

and B. However apart from the mixed bundles consumers are only offered good B 

individually and A and B as a bundle. Therefore consumers, who want to buy good A, are 

obliged to buy the bundle of A and B. As a result of this distinction between tie-in sales and 

bundle sales, they might have different dynamics and effects in the market5. 

                                                        
1 The offer of the same good with more than one unit is the case in the mixed bundle sales. This might also be 

called as volume discounting. For example a campaign such as; “order two pizzas and the second one will come 

with a 50% discount” or “buy two shirts and the third one is for free”. 

2 The notion of pure bundle (which is sometimes seen as a void concept) can be accepted as the subcategory of 

the mixed bundles (further on the relation between mixed and pure bundling see. Varian, H.R., “Price 

Discrimination”, Handbook of Industrial Organization, Volume I, Amsterdam: North Holland, 1989, p. 630). The 

notion of pure bundle is so ingrained in daily life that sometimes it can be hard to even recognize them. For 

instance a newspaper is a bundle of articles, college education is a bundle of courses, also a car is a bundle 

where handbrake, tires or rear window comes with the new car. The reason of subcategorizing pure bundles 

under mixed bundles is that generally the goods in the pure bundle can be available for purchasing individually, 

though it is much more expensive to do so. Therefore the product can seem to be only available in pure bundle 

although it is generally not. (Nalebuff, 2003, p. 14) 
3
 Here it becomes clear that pure bundles may appeal as the hardcore application of mixed bundles, where the 

bundled goods are so expensive to buy individually that they appear to be only in the bundle. 

4 The discount may sometimes be out of scope in some bundles or consumers sometimes are not really 

interested in the discounted prices and increasing consumer surplus. Sports games can be an example of such 

activities. Sometimes a fan can only be interested in the international contests of his/her team but the tickets of 

this game for individual purchase will be released after the league series tickets are released. As a result, the fan 

may prefer to buy the whole-season series ticket rather than the individual tickets although series ticket will cost 

him/her more than the total individual tickets (further on the subject see. Rafi, M. and DeGraba P., “Intertemporal 

Mixed Bundling and Buying Frenzies”, RAND Journal of Economics, Winter, 1999.)  

5 Nalebuff, B., “Bundling, Tying and Portfolio Effects” DTI Economics Paper No.1, 2003, p. 15. 
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Rebate systems may lead to competitive concerns in the market as they may create the risk 

of exclusion of the competitors. Exclusionary effects of rebate systems might have two 

possible results. First effect is the exclusion of existing competitors by limiting their ability to 

compete and/or pacify them in the market. The second possible effect of rebate systems is 

the creation of entry barriers that prevents new entry.   

As a part of the rebate systems, mixed commodity bundling is able to create such 

exclusionary effects in the market. This may happen in two ways. In the first one, the 

discounted price of the bundle may be lower than the cost of the bundle. This can be 

evaluated as a simple predatory pricing behaviour. In the second one, the price of the 

discounted bundle is above the total cost of the bundle; however when the total discount is 

directed to one of the goods in the bundle, the discounted price of that good might be lower 

than its cost6. 

Along with the possible anticompetitive effects, there are some specific efficiency gains and 

positive effects of the commodity bundling. After all commodity bundling, especially mixed 

bundles are a part of rebate systems and one of the direct effects of rebate systems on the 

consumers in the short run is the reduction of prices. Thus, the mixed bundles reduce the 

prices of the bundled commodities. This increases the consumer surplus while providing 

benefit to the producer in the form of certain efficiency gains7. 

However, the long run effects are the source of anticompetitive concerns. For instance a 

firm sells two of its commodities both individually and through discounted bundles, then the 

firm clearly presents the consumer some increase in the consumer surplus due to decreased 

prices. However if this firm is in a dominant position in the market for one of the goods in 

the bundle, then it has the chance to abuse its dominant position through bundling 

practices. In the short run consumer surplus might increase, though in the long run the firm 

may exclude its rivals and prevent the entry of the potential competitors in the market8. 

Therefore, most of the time, detailed analysis is needed in order to reveal the effects of 

bundle discounts. This is due to the existence of both welfare enhancing and anti-

competitive effects. Both EU and USA cases of bundles investigated by the competition 

authorities accept “rule of reason” approach rather than “per se” approach. 

There can be two important criteria that may increase the possible anticompetitive effects 

of bundling: 

 Existence of high market power in one of the goods in the bundle. 

 Existence of entry barriers in the market. 

                                                        
6 Kocabaş, B., “İndirim Sistemleri ve Rekabet: Tek Taraflı Davranışlar Açısından Bir Değerlendirme”, Rekabet 

Kurumu Uzmanlık Tezleri Serisi no:90, 2009, p. 30-31. 

7 Dansby, R.E. and Conrad, C., “Commodity Bundling”, American Economic Review Vol. 74, No.2, Amercan 

Economic Association, 1984, p. 381. 

8 Nalebuff, B., “Bundling”, Yale ICF Working Paper No. 99-14, 1999, p. 32. 
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The first criteria can sometimes be called as the leverage effect in the market9. Leverage of 

market power is said to occur where an undertaking has a dominant position in one of the 

markets for the bundled goods. For instance the firm which is in a dominant position in the 

market of the good A of the A-B bundle, then the total rebate of the bundle may alter the 

customers’ choice and make them prefer the bundle rather than individual good A. This 

simple example shows that the firm might have the ability to transfer its power in one of the 

markets to the other market10.  

2. APPROACH OF EU AND USA  

Effects of mixed bundles are evaluated under EU competition policy.  

In a broad point of view, bundling can be evaluated both under article 101 on anti-

competitive agreements between undertakings and article 102 on the abuse of dominant 

position of the Treaty on the Functioning of EU (TFEU).  

For the mixed bundles, article 102 of TFEU is the base of allegations. The nature of the mixed 

bundles is to make the purchase of the bundle a necessary prerequisite of obtaining any one 

of the bundled good or goods. 

Under this article mixed commodity bundling conducted by the undertaking in dominant 

position can be subject to prohibition. An undertaking, which has dominant position in one 

market, might have the ability to use its market power to affect the competition in a 

different market. The reason is that the dominant undertaking may use its power by making 

the total rebate of the bundle tempting for the consumers and as a result can force the 

consumers to purchase its good in the other market by placing it in the same bundle with 

the good for which it has a dominant position. 

In the Guidance on the Commission’s Enforcement Priorities in Applying Article 82 of the EC 

Treaty to Abusive Exclusionary Conduct by Dominant Undertakings, both positive and 

negative effects of bundles are given as11: 

 “Tying and bundling are common practices intended to provide customers with better 

products or offerings in more cost effective ways. However, an undertaking which is 

dominant in one product market (or more) of a tie or bundle (referred to as the tying 

market) can harm consumers through tying or bundling by foreclosing the market for the 

                                                        
9 Shi, G., “Commodity Bundling and the Leverage of Market Power”, Job Market Paper, 2004, p.2. 

10 One of the major critics of this argument in the literature comes from the Chicago School as “one monopoly 

profit” (American Bar Association Section of Antitrust Law, “Merger Standards Under U.S. Antitrust Laws”, 

Monograph 7, 1981, p. 122), (for further information on the subject Bork, R.H., “Antitrust Paradox”, 1978). 

Roughly their anti-thesis suggest that the monopoly rent cannot be transferred from one market into another 

within the context of bundles, therefore “one monopoly profit” takes the bundles out of the concept of competition 

law. 
11 Guidance on the Commission’s Enforcement Priorities in Applying Article 82 of the EC Treaty to Abusive 

Exclusionary Conduct by Dominant Undertakings, para. 49. 
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other products that are part of the tie or bundle (referred to as the tied market) and, 

indirectly, the tying market.” 

Briefly, in order for a mixed bundle to be deemed as anticompetitive, following conditions 

should be satisfied12: 

 The goods in the bundle, should belong to two different markets, 

 Undertaking which creates mixed bundles must have dominant position in one of 

these markets and 

 The bundle should be shown to have exclusionary effects on the market. 

Important decisions of the EC regarding the mixed bundles are of Coca-Cola Company’s. In 

Coca-Cola Italia case13, commission found that Coca-Cola Italia is in dominant position in the 

market of Italy and the discount that undertaking offers to retailers with the package of 

Coca-cola and non-Coca-cola beverages constituted an abuse. The case was settled on the 

basis that the undertaking would not offer package discounts to the retailers with the 

condition of buying non-Coca-cola beverages along with Coca-cola14.  

Commission’s Digital Undertaking15 decision is another major case that dealt with direct 

mixed bundling. Digital was a computer systems supplier, which offered a package consisting 

of hardware maintenance services and software support systems. Commission alleged that 

although hardware maintenance market was competitive, Digital was abusing its dominant 

position in software support in Digital systems by making it unreasonable and uneconomic 

for consumers to buy the hardware maintenance service from other suppliers.  

In USA antitrust law, mixed commodity bundling is generally regarded as a vague concept, 

which forms a part of tie-in sales. It is not really regarded as mixed bundle strategy but a tie-

in strategy with specific characteristic. Naturally, it is also regarded as a part of predatory 

pricing behaviour of firms with portfolio products. Regardless of its name, the issue can be 

evaluated under Sherman Act article 2. 

While monopolization is prohibited, attempt to monopolize and combine or conspire to 

monopolize is also prohibited here which can be the situation in exclusion of rivals as a result 

of the bundling practices. Third article of the Clayton Act shall also have importance in the 

evaluation of mixed bundles which is stated as: 

                                                        
12 Kavak, N., “Telekomünikasyon Sektöründe Birlikte Satış Uygulamaları”, Rekabet Kurumu Uzmanlık Tezleri 

Serisi no. 130, 2012, p.21-22 and Guidance on the Commission’s Enforcement Priorities in Applying Article 82 of 

the EC Treaty to Abusive Exclusionary Conduct by Dominant Undertakings, para. 50. 
13

 Statement of Objection, Commission’s XIXth Report on Competition Policy (1989), p. 50. 
14 J Jones, A. and Sufrin, B., “EU Competition Law: Texts, Cases and Materials”, Oxford, Fourth Edition, 2011, p. 

462. 
15

 European Commission’s Press Release IP/97/868 dating 10.10.1997. 
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“It shall be unlawful for any person engaged in commerce, in the course of such 

commerce, to lease or make a sale or contract for sale of goods, wares, merchandise, 

machinery, supplies, or other commodities, whether patented or unpatented, for use, 

consumption, or resale within the United States or any Territory thereof or the District of 

Columbia or any insular possession or other place under the jurisdiction of the United 

States, or fix a price charged therefor, or discount from, or rebate upon, such price, on 

the condition, agreement, or understanding that the lessee or purchaser thereof shall not 

use or deal in the goods, wares, merchandise, machinery, supplies, or other commodities 

of a competitor or competitors of the lessor…” 

As a part of rebate systems, mixed bundles are the subject of this article as long as they 

hinder the usage of competitor’s goods or services. 

In order to see the distinction between the applications of EU and US on the subject of 

mixed bundles, the decision of the notified merger of General Electric16 and Honeywell17 is 

an essential source. Both the Commission and the Department of Justice (DoJ) investigated 

the proposed acquisition of Honeywell by General Electric. While EC declared the merger is 

not compatible with the common market and the EEA Agreement and blocked the 

transaction18, DoJ decided not to challenge the proposed acquisition19. 

In the Commission’s decision, it is stated that mixed bundling is a common practice in the 

aircraft engines and avionics/non-avionics markets and the proposed merger might make 

the merged firms to be able to use this in an anti-competitive manner. Although it is 

mentioned that some economic models of mixed bundles might create controversial results 

in the evaluation of the proposed merger, this did not affect the Commission’s decision. The 

effects of the possible mixed bundling practices of the merged entity are explained as 

follows: 

“As a result of the proposed merger, the merged entity will be able to price its packaged 

deals in such a way as to induce customers to buy GE engines and Honeywell BFE and 

SFE-option products over those of competitors, thus increasing the combined share of 

GE and Honeywell on both markets. This will occur as a result of the financial ability of 

the merged entity to cross-subsidize discounts across the products composing the 

packaged deal.” 

                                                        
16 General Electric is worlds one of the biggest corporations of the world active in the fields of aircraft engines, 

appliances, information services, power systems, lighting, industrial systems, medical systems, plastics, 

broadcasting, financial services and transportation systems.  

17 Honeywell is a technology and manufacturing company in the fields of aerospace products and services, 

automotive products, electronic materials, specialty chemicals, transformation and power systems. 

18 European Commission’s 03.07.2001 dated and COMP/M.2220 numbered GE/Honeywell decision.   

19 Department of Justice’s 29.11.2001 dated GE/Honeywell decision. 
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Here Commission also refers to the effect of the bundles on the preferences of the 

customers as a source of attraction through discounted prices.  

The DoJ, on the issue of mixed bundling, did not share the view of the Commission.  

“Even accepting for the sake of argument the conclusion that GE had a dominant position 

in engines, we disagreed with the EU's conclusion that the merger would strengthen that 

position. That finding necessarily rests entirely on "range effects" -- in this case, the 

theory that GE and Honeywell would engage in "mixed bundling" by offering a package of 

GE engines and Honeywell avionics and nonavionics systems at discounted prices. The 

EU predicted that ’bundling would lead to a re-allocation and therefore to a shift of market 

share in favor of the merged entity’ to such an extent that over the longer term GE's 

competitors would be unable to cover their fixed costs and would exit the market. In 

subsequent public statements, the EU has downplayed the role that the mixed bundling 

theory played in its decision, stating that GE/Honeywell was not primarily a portfolio 

effects case, but was based instead on the transfer of GE's financial strength to 

Honeywell. If that is so, it is hard to understand the finding that the merger would 

strengthen GE's dominant position in large jet engines” 

Abuse of dominance is in the core of the assessment of mixed bundles under both EU and US 

legislations. The substantial discussions over the “effects based approach” and “form based 

approach” are an important determinant of the outcome of the debate between application 

in EU and US. In US antitrust law, the effects based approach plays a primary role in abuse of 

dominance cases. It is deemed pretty natural for a firm to desire to become a monopoly and 

if the monopolization process is a result of a superior product, superior skills or superior 

technology then the competition law does not interfere with this process. It is believed that 

unnecessary interference may create some severe results in the market, such as preventing 

competition on merits by which both the consumers and the producers might gain 

substantial benefits. At this point the intent of a firm to monopolize the market is an 

important indicator, yet it generally is disregarded in the absence of the actual effect in the 

market.   

Although EU competition law consists of more interventionist set of rules when compared to 

US antitrust law, the effects based approach in determining the abuse of dominance cases is 

being used in recent years. With this approach settling in abuse cases, the conduct of the 

firm, which is alleged to be abusing its dominant position, will be analysed case-by-case and 

detailed economic analysis will be made. For mixed bundle cases, there is a strong possibility 

for the implementations to follow the rebate systems.  

3. APPROACH OF THE TCA 

In Turkey, mixed commodity bundling falls under article 6 of Turkish Competition Act. The 

main condition for the existence of a violation is the existence of a dominant position in one 

of the markets in which a good that is a part of bundle resides.  
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As the Turkish legislation shares many similarities with EC legislation, the rationale and the 

explanation of the abuse of dominance by using mixed bundling are more or less the same. 

However one important distinction between the guidance of Commission and TCA’s new 

Guidelines20 is present. Mixed bundling in TCA’s guidelines are evaluated under the bundle 

rebates (or multi-product rebates), differentiating from the evaluation of tying. However in 

EC Guidelines mixed bundling is regarded as a part of the rebate system as well but still 

continues to be evaluated along with tying agreements. This can change the evaluation of 

the mixed bundling entirely. In TCA’S Guidelines, as mixed bundling is evaluated under the 

bundle rebates, the compliance of the practice to the law depends mainly on the replicability 

of it by the competitors. If the bundle is replicable (within the boundaries of economic 

rationality) or the competitors can compete with the bundle by creating alternative bundles, 

then the anti-competitive effects are expected to be as of predatory pricing. Moreover if the 

total rebate of the bundle is attributed to one product and if the price obtained with rebate 

is below the product’s long run incremental average costs then exclusionary effects may 

become reality.  

In previous cases, Competition Board evaluated mixed bundles along with tying agreements 

as in the EC approach. In order to present Board’s parallel approach to the concept of mixed 

bundles defined here, the definition of mixed bundles and their effects in Mey İçki decision 

should be given21: 

“Mixed bundling, when applied by the undertaking in a dominant position, generally 

creates exclusion in two ways. In the first one, the discounted price of the bundle is below 

the total cost of the bundle. In the second one, although the discounted price of the 

bundle is above the total cost of the bundle, when the discount is directed onto one of the 

goods in the bundle; the price of that good is below its cost. These two situations can be 

investigated under predatory pricing. 

When mixed bundling is applied by firms in a dominant position in specific product 

groups, both in terms of the markets of these products and the markets of the other 

products in the bundle might result in the foreclosure of the market to the rivals.” 

One of the most important decision of TCA directly concerning mixed commodity bundling is 

TümEvİşAvea320 decision22. In this decision, broadband Internet services supplied by TTNET 

was regarded as the tied product and the GSM services supplied by Avea was accepted as 

the tying product23. As these products can be purchased individually the commercial and the 

campaign was regarded as mixed bundle sale. 

                                                        
20

 TCA, Guidelines on the Evaluation of Exclusionist Misconduct of Dominant Undertakings, para. 79-80-81. 

21 Competition Board decision dated 25.2.2010 and numbered 10-19/239-93, para. 180-190. 

22 Competition Board decision dated 9.10.2008 and numbered 08-57/912-363. 

23 TCA mentioned that there is no actual tying since the goods were individually available 
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TCA uses a specific set of criteria24 in mixed bundling cases while investigating the effect of 

the conduct of the firm. In the Board’s decision of TümEvİşAvea320, the criteria for a 

bundled sale to create anti-competitive exclusionary effects in the market were given as 

such25: 

 Whether there is dominant position of the firm, 

 Whether the goods in the bundle/tie-in sale are separate/different goods, 

 Whether the application is able to create anticompetitive (excluding/foreclosing) 

effects, 

 Whether there is a justifiable reason and/or efficiency creation. 

As the first criterion, in mixed commodity bundles, the dominant position in at least one of 

the products is sufficient. The second criterion is for the determination of the relevant 

markets of the bundled goods. The third criterion is for observing the ability of the 

commercial activity to foreclose the market or to exclude the competitors. While giving a 

judgment about the third criteria, the effects of the activity, Board asked two important 

questions:  

 “Which type of consumers are tied in a way the rival’s ability to compete against the 

undertaking in dominant position is hindered?”  

 “What is the significance of consumers that are mentioned in the first question in the 

market of tied product?”26.  

If the answers of these questions point out that an important part of the consumers in the 

relevant market where there exists a dominant position are affected, then the probability of 

the bundle to have exclusionary effects is higher.  

Foreclosure effect in the market as a result of the mixed bundles can only be evaluated by 

checking whether an efficient undertaking can compete with the discounted prices offered 

for the bundle by the dominant undertaking.  

One very important point about the mixed bundles is their cross-relations with margin 

squeeze. Mixed bundles that are offered by a vertically integrated dominant undertaking 

might pose a risk in a conglomerate structure. As a result, in margin squeeze tests, mixed 

bundles are handled as a whole. Especially if the products in the bundle are complementary 

                                                        
24 Nearly same criteria set with little differences was used by the Board in the tying cases. See Board’s decision 

dated 10.10.2012 and numbered 12-49/1434-484. 

25 Competition Board decision dated 9.10.2008 and numbered 08-57/912-363, para 200. 

26 Competition Board decision dated 9.10.2008 and numbered 08-57/912-363, para 240. 
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in the eyes of consumers then the competitors would be negatively affected by the conduct 

of the vertically integrated undertaking.27      

Although the Guidelines of TCA will probably alter changes in the evaluation of the mixed 

bundles, a decision based on the new Guidelines has not been given yet. It can be expected 

that the approach embraced in previous decisions where mixed bundles were evaluated as a 

kind of tying agreement to be history.  

For mixed bundling cases, there is a strong possibility for the implementations to follow the 

rebate systems. As noted above, the popularity of effects based approach both in EU and US  

might create the same results for the Turkish Competition Law. As mixed bundles are 

relatively more favourable type of conduct when compared to tying and pure bundles, their 

assessments is more or less dependant on the analysis of the effect. As can be seen from the 

decisions of the TCA, effects of the conduct are considered rather than the intent of the 

undertaking and these effects differ from case to case. Mixed bundles have the ability to 

create direct consumer benefit and to increase competition in the market. Therefore, the 

stake can be high for the competition authority when it prohibits such welfare increasing 

conduct in a market, based solely on intent.  

CONCLUSION 

The treatment of mixed bundling, which is an important commercial activity in many 

different industries, needs a detailed analysis. Although a standard approach is present in 

both EU and Turkish practices, still every case and investigation can create controversial 

results. The main reason is the discrepancies between economic models, which create 

doubts over the subject. However it is clear that this specific commercial strategy, or to be 

more precise, pricing/marketing strategy has some effects on the competition in the 

relevant markets. 

As explained in the sections of this paper, two effects are common in implementing the 

commodity bundling. First one is the foreclosure of the market. Foreclosure effect in the 

market as a result of the mixed bundles can only be evaluated by checking whether an 

efficient undertaking can compete with the prices of the bundle offered by the dominant 

undertaking. The second one is the creation of entry barriers and deterrence of entry by 

potential competitors. These effects mainly depend on the process of the mixed bundling. At 

this point the predatory pricing in the bundle or in one of the products of the bundle might 

be the most significant issue. However the characteristics of the markets of the bundled 

commodities, the relation between the bundled commodities and the preferences of the 

                                                        
27 Another aspect of this relationship occurs in the ex-ante margin squeeze tests which can be implied by 

regulators. In goods and services markets of complementary nature and where the vertical integration of 

upstream and downstream market is present, the bundles formed by goods of this vertical integration (and with 

dominant position in the upstream market)  are assessed under margin squeeze due to their replicability by the 

competitors. The commodities in the bundle are not evaluated individually but rather as a bundle. As a result 

mixed bundles become the direct subject of ex-ante margin squeeze tests. However, even if margin squeeze is 

observed, still its effect on the market determines its presence as an infringement or not.   
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consumers also play a very important role while determining the effects of the mixed 

bundle. The main reason of this complexity of investigating mixed bundles comes from 

commercial strategy itself. Mixed bundling differs from tying and pure bundling since the 

commodities can be purchased individually. Mixed bundling is not a per-se violation of 

competition law and it can be favoured due to its positive effects. It can actually become a 

tool of anti-competitive behaviour only when some certain cumulative criteria are satisfied 

according to the approach before the new Guidelines of TCA. What will happen next in the 

evaluation of mixed bundles are a bit blurry but the possibility of change is rather high. 

 


